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1. Introduction
Blind signal extraction (BSE) scheme [1]:

Signal extraction scenario:
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• Geometrically-constrained BSS (GC-BSS) acts as blocking matrix to estimate interference components

Further processing

• Place microphones on movable limbs of a humanoid robot
• Use movable microphones to adapt microphone array topology
to improve target signal suppression of GC-BSS

• Wiener-type spectral enhancement filters derived from interference estimate

Goal: Extraction of desired source

• Improved target signal suppression of GC-BSS leads to higher
signal extraction performance of BSE [1]

• Extraction performance based on quality of interference estimate

2. Geometrically-constrained BSS

3. Proposed Array Topology Adaptation Algorithm
Example of array topology adaptation:

Main concept:
d1

d2

Jtotal(W) = JBSS(W) + γCJC(W),

MSC →

Cost function of GC-BSS [2]:

• W: Matrix containing demixing filter weights
• JBSS(W): Generic cost function of TRINICON
BSS [3]

• Use inferior sub-array to create new competitor for superior sub-array
• Adaptation of microphone spacing dinf of inferior sub-array in dependence of microphone spacing dsup of superior sub-array

• JC(W): Penalty term to force spatial null towards
direction of target source in one output channel
• γC: Weight to control importance of penalty term,
typically 0.4 < γC < 0.6

dinf = andsup, n ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .},
with

• Direction of arrival φt of target source required for
JC(W)
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• Configuration of microphone array into two sub-arrays

• Minimization of JBSS(W) yields statistically independent output channels
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• φt = 0◦, φint = 40◦, T60 = 100 ms, Source distance: 1.0 m

4. Experiments
Evaluation measure:

Experimental Setup:

• Weighted Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC)

with

1
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ν=0 W (ν)
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• T60 = 100 ms, Source distance: 1.0 m
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• φt = 0◦, φint ∈ {20◦, 40◦, 60◦, 80◦}
• fs = 16 kHz, signal length: 60 s, Topology adaptation phase: 30 s
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• Initial microphone spacings di = 0.25 m
• Room impulse responses simulated using image
method by Allen and Berkley [4]

TSseg,y2 , ∆TSseg

• BSS: filter length L = 512, block length N = 2L
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W (ν): Window function
Sy1y2 , Sy1y2 , Sy1y2 : Auto- and cross-power spectrum densities of output channels
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• Segmental target suppression gain
∆TSseg = TSseg,y2 − TSseg,x dB,
with
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TSseg,x2 : Analogously to TSseg,y2
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Results:
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y2,t, y2,int: Target and interference components in second output channel

φint
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No

∆TSseg [dB] 8.01 8.76 9.96 10.07 9.20

Yes

∆TSseg [dB] 8.49 11.56 10.94 12.02 10.75

NS = 256, KS: Block length and number of blocks used to compute TSseg,y and TSseg,y2

5. Conclusions
• Proposed array topology adaptation algorithm leads to improved separation, and thus, higher
target source suppression performance
• By using array topology adaptation for humanoid robots, BSE algorithm [1] is expected to yield
better signal extraction performance
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